Young Eagles
(SSA Student Division Song)

Sometimes I feel that I don’t know
Who or what am I
But then I know that I must strive
To keep a dream alive

For the world is out there waiting
For someone to make a change
As students, we’ll take this challenge
Tomorrow is our stage.

Chorus
Grow now together
Can you hear our cries
Go now together
Change other people’s lives
Smile now forever
Let’s fill the world with joy
We’ll make this our endeavour
Young eagles, let us fly

The sun is rising can’t you see
It brightens up the sky
And that is how we’ll live our lives
Come join me as we try
For we know our mentor’s calling
We must be strong and brave
We’ll raise the flag of justice
Create a whole new age

(Repeat Chorus 2 times)

We’ll make this our endeavour
Young eagles, let us fly